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Agenda: The Focus Today – A Structured Approach To 
Leadership In A Crisis

1. An Executive Blueprint For Crisis Management
 A Crisis Management Plan

 A Cash Management Plan

 A Virtual Service Delivery/Operations Model

 A Virtual Revenue Generation Model

 A Plan For Short-term Revenue Maximization

 A Plan For Aggressive Short-term Business Development

 A Strategic Plan For Post-disruption Sustainability

2. Making It Work
 Data-Driven Is Best 

 From Plan To Implementation – The Continuous Loop

 The Confidence Game

 Taking Care Of #1
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Disruption 
By Crisis

Disruption theory applies, but the 

timeline is different – it’s immediate!

 The good news - every crisis has an 

arc – a beginning, a middle, and an 

end

 The challenge – not all organizations 

will survive – some will fold

• Largely dependent on the actions of 

executives 

• Requires executives to both lead and 

manage
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 Management = Addressing the 

urgent needs of the present is the 

work of management. 

 You need to make immediate 

choices and allocate resources. 

The pace is fast, and actions are 

decisive.

 Leadership = Guiding people to 

the best possible eventual 

outcome over this arc of time. 

 Your focus needs to be on what is 

likely to come next and readying 

to meet it. That means seeing 

beyond the immediate to 

anticipate the next three, four, or 

five obstacles.
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An Executive Blueprint For Crisis Management
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“If you can’t fly then run, if you can’t run then walk, if you can’t walk then crawl, but 
whatever you do you have to keep moving forward.” 

Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Effects of 
The  
Economic 
Crisis 
Created By 
The 
Pandemic

 The world of the virtual
 High risk to health care workers and other essential 

workers in physical proximity to consumers
 Revenue from ‘non-essential’ health and human 

services plummets
 The cost of the 13% of the population without health 

insurance coverage
 Record low consumer confidence
 The unknown ‘shape’ of the recovery
 Credit and financing is tough to come by 
 Investors (and donors) are spooky
 State and local budgets are ‘short’ – and will be 

‘shorter’ (unemployment insurance, more Medicaid, 
etc.)

 Government preparation for the ‘next’ pandemic
 Discontinuous change in structure of health and social 

service system likely

Advantage will go to financially strong organizations that 
are able to react quickly to strategic opportunities.  This 
is not the same as size, though they are related.
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Strategic 
Implications of 
the New 
Paradigm

1. Virtual is the “new normal”

•What really needs to be done ‘face to face’

2. Survival of intrastate licensure compacts 

3. Substitution of new technologies for 
traditional services

4. Aggressive new competition from existing 
health and human service organizations

5. New ‘out of industry’ competitors

6. Economies of scale critical for on-going 
competitive success

7. New competition drives need for capital
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/

Strategic Moves in a Crisis Environment
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Focus on Your Future

• Concentrate your portfolio of 
businesses on “long-term winners”

• Target your most valuable customers

Prepare to Weather the 
Storm

• Lower your breakeven to remain 
profitable under the worst-case 
scenario

• Reduce capacity, complexity, and fixed 
costs

• Tend to your balance sheet – and 
monitor cash on hand on a daily basis

Anticipate the Future Market 
Structure

• Create a view of how the field is likely 
to restructure

• Understand the impact of government 
intervention 

Resolve Your Game Plan

• If you think your part of the field needs 
to consolidate, decide whether you are 
a buyer or a seller

• Do not sacrifice R&D or capital 
expenditures; prioritize and use these 
investments offensively

Prepare to Take Intelligent 
Risks

• Get ready for the upturn

• Retool services and staffing based on 
new service delivery models

• Watch and prepare for a rekindling of 
price increases and inflation

• Prepare to recapitalize your debt 
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The OPEN 
MINDS 
Executive 
Blueprint For 
Crisis 
Management

1. Creating and leading a crisis management plan – with a 
crisis SWAT team

2. Short-term cash management – assuring continued 
operations

3. Going “virtual service” – reaching consumers where 
they are at with telehealth and more

4. Going “virtual revenue generation” – assuring 
consumers and referral sources can find you

5. Revenue maximization during times of disruption –
building top line to sustain margins

6. Aggressive business development strategies – adding to 
the top line with breakthrough services

7. Preparing for post-disruption resilience and 
sustainability – taking action for the long term
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Some 
Thoughts On 
Leading This 
Process…

 Seek order rather than control – make sure 

people know what is expected of them 

 Address the human factor at every level

 Take a wide view – assess a wide range of 

factors and changes

 Be prepared for ‘reinvention’

 Don’t be seduced by managing the ‘now’  -

address the short term and focus on the 

long term
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1. An Executive Blueprint For Crisis Management: A 

Crisis Management Plan
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“Nothing give one person so much advantage over another as to remain cool and 

unruffled under all circumstances”    Thomas Jefferson
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Key 
Elements Of 

A Crisis 
Management 

Plan

1. Outline of possible scenarios and their risks 
in the crisis and likely impacts/responses to 
those

2. Service delivery plan throughout the 
emergency period and into recovery

3. New policy and procedures for conducting 
business activities, internal or external, 
during pandemic

4. Emergency-specific plan for human 
resources management

5. Financial impact analysis and financial 
stability plan

6. Designated chain of command – the crisis 
SWAT team – and communications 
responsibilities
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The Crisis 
Management 
Plan…

 Safety - Addresses the immediate safety 

threats to customers and staff

 Survival - Readjusts the organizational 

operations to assure continued operation 

 Communication - Serves as a 

communication tool across the organization

 Nimble - Needs to be adjusted/updated with 

changing circumstances

12
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2. An Executive Blueprint For Crisis Management: A 

Cash Management Plan
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“Never take your eyes off the cash flow because it’s the lifeblood of business.”    Sir Richard Branson
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Crisis Cash 
Management 

Checklist

1. Manage cash aggressively 

2. Renegotiate payment terms with vendors

3. Improve the speed of billing and collections

4. Reevaluate customer contracts regarding payment 
terms 

5. Request prepayment for services

6. Secure additional short-term financing

7. Aggressively manage costs in the crisis period

8. Streamline operations through understanding of 
activity-based costing and eliminating unnecessary 
expense

9. Optimize talent – optimizing the performance of 
revenue-producing team members and improving 
efficiency of administrative staff 

10. Develop financial thresholds for discontinuing non-
optimal service lines

11. Assess and improve organizational financial strength 
and resilience – improving key financial health 
metrics

12. Identify organizations for “urgent collaborations”
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Keys - Aggressively Manage Costs In The Crisis Period
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1. Projections of future revenue are critical – a new ‘zero based’ 

revenue budget

2. From those projections, estimate the margins and cash flow

3. Evaluate available working capital against cash flow deficits

4. Revising staffing and other expenses to address “the gap”

5. Protecting ‘revenue generating’ capacity – and syncing their 

compensation with margins

6. The “overhead” issue 

7. Outsourcing of non-core services
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Keys - Set Thresholds for Discontinuing Service Lines
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1. Identify ‘long-term winners’

2. Know when to say “no” and quit – need financial benchmarks 

throughout crisis period and for recovery period

3. Evaluate each program:

•Revenue

•Margin

•Cash flow

•Opportunity cost

•Long-term potential

4. Portfolio management in a crisis is different
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Keys - Secure Additional Sources Of Financing
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1. Extensions to lines of credit from current sources of 

financing

2. Emergency funding for key community services from 

government agencies or philanthropies

3. Review CARES Act and other federal/state stimulus bills 

for financial resources

4. “Angel donors” if you are a non-profit
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3. An Executive Blueprint For Crisis Management: A 

Virtual Service Delivery/Operations Model
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“We live in a moment of history where change is so speeded up that we begin to 
see the present only when it is already disappearing.” R.D. Laing 
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Virtual 
Service 

Delivery & 
Virtual 

Operations 
Checklist

1. Build your telehealth capacity – installing 

and expanding virtual delivery capacity

2. Operate a virtual organization – ‘best 

practice’ remote management
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Keys - Build Your Telehealth Capacity – Installing & Expanding 
Virtual Delivery Capacity

1. Telehealth service delivery platform functionality – buy, rent, build

2. Securing contracts with payers/MCOs for virtual services

3. Revised billing and collections policies

4. Credentialing

5. Remote access to EHR

6. Centralized electronic scheduling with customer service for scheduling 
support and follow-up experience monitoring

7. Risk management policies

8. Set performance criteria for virtual service

9. New supervision model

10.Update P&P to reflect telehealth – HIPAA, treatment consent, client 
rights, etc.
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Keys - Operate A Virtual Organization – ‘Best Practice’ Remote 
Management

1. Equipment is key

2. Test virtual connectivity in advance of needing remote management

3. Assuring in-home connectivity

4. New plan for communication

5. Supervision and performance management

6. Combine remote management plans with general disaster recovery 

plans

21
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4. An Executive Blueprint For Crisis Management: A 

Virtual Revenue Generation Model

22

“Whatever course you decide upon, there is always someone to tell you that you are wrong. There are always 

difficulties arising which tempt you to believe that your critics are right. To map out a course of action and 

follow it to an end requires courage.” Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Virtual 
Revenue 

Generation 
Checklist

1. Build a successful on-line presence (and 

strategy) by prioritizing key objectives, 

audiences, and channels

2. Assess changes needed in web presence to 

support driving volume in virtual services

3. Enhance your on-line presence by improving 

the performance of your web site and other 

key digital channels (social media, online 

reviews, press releases/public relations, etc.)

4. Optimize your on-line presence and search 

engine optimization (SEO) by implementing 

a communications approach (written voice) 

tailored to your priority audience

5. Assure web site ADA compliance

23
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5. An Executive Blueprint For Crisis Management: 

A Plan For Short-term Revenue Maximization
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“An idealist believes the short run doesn't count. A cynic believes the long run doesn't matter. A realist believes that 

what is done or left undone in the short run determines the long run.”    Sydney Harris
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Short-Term 
Revenue 

Maximization 
Checklist

1. Maximize billing – get paid for all services 

provided and track net collections

2. Create a crisis referral program to 

increase the volume of services provided

3. Increase fees and rates from payers and 

health plans for current services

4. Move to new reimbursement models with 

payers for emergency/high-demand 

services

25
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6. An Executive Blueprint For Crisis Management: A Plan 

For Aggressive Short-term Business Development
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“Persistence and resilience only come from having been given the chance to work through difficult problems.”  
Gever Tulley
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Short-Term 
Business 

Development 
Checklist

1. Create a model for rapid response to urgent 
needs in your markets – increase outreach 
to payers and referral sources

2. Maximize revenue of current services and 
assets through repurposing and 
repositioning in an increasingly virtual market

3. Diversify through geographic expansion

4. For non-profits, develop a strategic short-
term fundraising plan

5. Identify competitor contracts “at risk”

6. Anticipate any local organization ‘failures’ 
and the service needs created

7. Explore avenues for government support 
including relief bills
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Keys - Rapid Response Model To Urgent Needs In Your Market 
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1. Being useful – and finding funding

2. Creativity of executive team – with nimble service planning, pricing, 

and outreach to funders

3. Staff rapid deployment required
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Keys - Diversification Options 

29

1. Geographic expansion diversification option

• Identify “replicable” services

• Explore the power of ‘virtual expansion”

• Market research to determine ‘best fit’ geographies (ample demand, 

favorable competitor profile, etc.)

2. Repurposing diversification option

• Identify services with possible repurposing for other consumer and 

payer markets
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Keys - Strategic Fundraising Tactics
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1. Reevaluate fundraising initiatives in time of economic downturn

2. Identify your ‘critical services’ to public agencies and health plans –

and request financial support

3. Targeted appeal for specific services 

• Personal outreach to key donors 

• Reevaluate objectives and spending on range of fundraising activities 

– “friend raising” and  “brand building” activities may need to be 

postponed to save cash
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7. An Executive Blueprint For Crisis Management: A 

Strategic Plan For Post-Disruption Sustainability
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“I’ve had a lot of worries in my life, most of which never happened.”   Mark Twain
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Strategic 
Planning 

Checklist For 
Post-

Disruption 
Sustainability

1. Develop a  strategy for sustainability –
success in the new normal 

2. Compete through effective marketing 
strategy and infrastructure – meeting 
the challenge of new competition

3. Improve overall organizational cost 
management

4. Build customer preference through 
superior customer experience

5. Support continuous innovation – best 
practice service line planning, 
development, and launch

6. Consider collaborations as a long-term 
sustainability strategy
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Environment drives strategy. . .

Strategy drives structure. . .

Systems support structure. . .

To paraphrase Peter Drucker
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Keys - Strategy Assuring Organizational Viability 

1. Market positioning and competitive advantage adjusted for the ‘new 
normal’

2. Market-focused strategic planning process preceding budget 
development – to allocate organizational resources

3. Service line portfolio management – what services to expand/invest 
in and which to eliminate

4. Tech planning integrated with strategic objectives – to improve tech 
return-on-investment

5. Real-time organization-wide performance measurement – to assure 
nimble real-time metrics-based management

6. Ability to integrate historical data and system expansion across 
multiple operations – to support collaborations and mergers
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Keys – Assessing The Role of Mergers & Acquisition in Strategy 
For the Post-Recession Market
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1. Access to cash/capital is a key driver to urgent affiliations

2. Strategic affiliations driven by: 

•Market positioning

•Scale

•New geography

•New service capabilities

•Vertical integration market advantage

3. How big is big enough for profitability?

4. Big versus ‘virtually big’?

5. Merger vs. acquisition vs. other affiliation

6. Due diligence - the rules for deciding on a good marriage

7. Affiliation 
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8. Making It Work
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“Do you have the patience to wait until your mud settles and the water is clear?”              Lao Tzu
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Four Key 
Elements 

Making Crisis 
Management 

Plans Work

1. Data-driven is key

2. From plan to implementation –

the continuous loop

3. The confidence game

4. Taking care of #1

37
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Advantage goes to the 
organization with the 
right data – fast….

Even in a crisis, important to 
focus on building a data-
driven team

Data reinforces objectives –
and promotes order over 
control

Data supports 
communication as creates a 
common vocabulary and 
understanding

1. Market-Driven 
Strategy & The 

Metrics Of Success

2. C-Suite Technical 
Assistance –

Linking Strategy To 
Metrics

3. The “Wish List” 
Of Metrics –

Prioritized With 
Feasibility 

Assessment

4. Select The C-
Suite Base Metrics 

Set 

5. Operationalize 
The C-Suite Base 
Metrics Set In An 

Automated Ongoing 
Reporting Format

6. Practice Data-
Driven Decision 
Making @ The C-

Suite Level

7. Add High-Value 
Metrics That 

Require Investment 
(The ROI Question)

8. Extend Data-
Driven Decision 

Making Within The 
Organization- With 

Transparency

9. Organization-
wide Education On 

Using Metrics In 
Service Delivery

10. Add 
Performance-Based 
Elements To Team 

Compensation

11. Share Selected 
Performance Data 

With External 
Stakeholders

12. Share Real-Time 
Performance Data 

With Partners
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From Plan To 
Implementation 
– Be Ready 
For A “Redo”

39

Be prepared to recalibrate 
frequently

The shelf life of a plan is the 
length of time the crisis 

doesn’t change
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The Confidence Game…  They Have To Know Where You Are 
Taking Them….

40

Leaders need followers – the key attributes to keep your team in sync at 

a time of crisis….

Trust Compassion Stability 

Hope
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Look Out For #1

41

“Should the cabin lose pressure, oxygen masks will drop 

from the overhead area. Please place the mask over your 

own mouth and nose before assisting others.”

In order to help others, you need to take care of yourself first.

• Sleep is the #1 issue – 7 to 8 hours a night essential

• Exercise

• Diet discipline

• Stress management

• Immunity strengthening program
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Remember To. . . .

42

 Do the "clean sheet of paper" exercise.  Take a fresh look at key elements of 

your organization.

• How you would redesign the organization if you were starting from scratch?

• What are your organization’s core strengths?   

• Do you have right mission? 

• Do the employees, the tasks that they perform, the organizational structure, and the 

culture fit that mission? 

 Plan and then overcommunicate. This is not a time to be invisible.

• Emphasize the vision for the organization and its core competencies.

• Help people understand the situation and what they need to do to help.  Each employee 

needs two or three key priorities on which to concentrate. 

 Stay calm. Everyone is stressed out.  Be a great role model.
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Questions From 
Our Circle 
Members

1. Furloughs have been a problem for us –

even though there have only been a few.   

Trying to explain why – and why those 

positions is problematic  Any suggestions?

2. The bank has unexpectedly suspended our 

line of credit.   What do we do?

43

"We can't solve problems by 

using the same kind of 

thinking we used when we 

created them."

Albert Einstein
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More Resources

 Speaking Of Data For Decision Making, More Data Is 

On the Way

 Getting Relief From The CARES Act & Other Updates 

For Crisis Management During The Pandemic 

Emergency

 Keeping Services Going During The COVID-19 

Emergency: A Snapshot From The Field

 During A Cash Flow Crunch, Revenue Cycle 

Management Should Be On Autopilot

 Missing Data, The Wrong Data, Too Much Data –

Making Decisions In A Time Of Crisis

 The Pandemic Emergency: Effects On Community-

Based Organizations

 Strategy In Uncertain Times: Planning Resources For 

The New Normal

 The Workforce, Post COVID-19

44

“A crisis can be a real blessing to 

any person, to any nation.  For all 

crises bring progress . . .”  

Albert Einstein

https://www.openminds.com/market-intelligence/executive-briefings/speaking-of-data-for-decision-making-more-data-is-on-the-way/
https://www.openminds.com/market-intelligence/executive-briefings/getting-relief-from-the-cares-act-other-updates-for-crisis-management-during-the-pandemic-emergency/
https://www.openminds.com/market-intelligence/executive-briefings/keeping-services-going-during-the-covid-19-emergency-a-snapshot-from-the-field/
https://www.openminds.com/market-intelligence/executive-briefings/during-a-cash-flow-crunch-revenue-cycle-management-should-be-on-autopilot/
https://www.openminds.com/market-intelligence/executive-briefings/are-we-repeating-the-same-data-and-technology-mistakes-with-younger-clinicians/
https://www.openminds.com/market-intelligence/executive-briefings/the-pandemic-emergency-effects-on-community-based-organizations/
https://www.openminds.com/market-intelligence/executive-briefings/https-www-openminds-com-store-how-to-develop-a-strategic-plan-an-open-minds-executive-reading-book-on-best-practices-in-strategy-portfolio-management-scenario-based-planning/
https://www.openminds.com/market-intelligence/executive-briefings/the-workforce-post-covid-19/
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